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You can oppose Jeff Mateer, Donald Trump’s nomination for
district judge in Texas. He advocates discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation, said that transgender children are
“part of Satan’s plan,” and compared Houston’s nondiscrimination ordinance to Nazi Germany and “Stalinist Russia and
Maoist China.” Mateer also regards marriage equality and separation of church and state as unconstitutional.
afjactioncampaign.org/campaigns/speak-nomination-jeffmateer/

Contact: PO Box 2172,
Newport, OR 97365
(541)265-7194
pflagocc@gmail.com
www.occpflag.org
www.facebook.com/
OCCPRIDE/
PFLAG promotes the health
and well-being of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender persons, their
families, and their friends
through
SUPPORT to cope with an
adverse society
EDUCATION to enlighten
an ill-informed public
ADVOCACY to end discrimination and secure equal
civil rights.

A rainbow crosswalk is part of the memorial to 49 people
killed and 58 wounded at the Florida nightclub on 6/12/16.

November PFLAG Meeting on Nov. 8 will focus
on Transgender Awareness and Transgender Day of
Remembrance. Bring your questions, an open mind,
and heart and hear local transgender people share
their stories.
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Coalition Forms to Protect Vulnerable Populations
Joanne Cvar regularly emails announcements of progressive events on the
Central Oregon Coast. The one for midSeptember reprinted a report from ROPnet
(Rural Organizing Project) about an attack on
a transgender woman in Coos County and its
aftermath. Kari, a transgender woman living
in Bandon in Coos County, was threatened at
knife point while trying to use the bathroom
at her trailer park late at night. The police
waited 45 minutes to respond to her calls and
then refused to press charges against Kari’s
attacker.
Kari reached
out on social media for
support to find safety;
ROP talked with Kari
and reached out to local organizers, activists, faith leaders,
health and crisis workers, and LGBTQIA+
community members
to map out existing resources, services, and
organizations that
could directly support Kari in Coos County.
The impressive list of sources also showed
critical gaps.
Discussion of these gaps revealed that
Coos County is like many Oregon communities
experiencing a rise in violence and harassment targeting immigrants and people perceived to be immigrants, low-income and unhoused community members, people of color,
and LGBTQIA+ people. Some of these incidents lack reporting or any community assistance. After the attack on Kari was made
known, community members recognized the
need to move beyond existing organizations
and services to take action.
A local team of activists, organizers,
and faith leaders canvassed businesses and
called on friends, family, and parishioners to
attend a forum on September 21 at the Coos
History Museum. Over 80 people heard personal stories about the ways that homophobia

and transphobia threatened their safety and
how the community can help. Kari talked
about her loss of jobs due to workplace harassment from employers and coworkers, most
recently at Bandon Pacific Seafood.
Liv, president of the North Bend High
School GSA, described how a classmate had
broken her wrist by hitting her with a skateboard while shouting homophobic slurs. The
school’s assigned police officer minimized her
injuries, saying that homosexuality violates
his religious beliefs. No just action was taken,
and Liv still attends school with the police officer and her attacker.
The forum developed the following
ways they could intervene in these injustices:
 A community-wide
resource guide available online and in binders at public libraries;
 A monthly suggested read and watch list
on area social media
pages;
 A book club focused on building a more
welcoming community;
 Trainings on security, de-escalation and
bystander intervention;
 A rapid response team that could quickly
engage and support when people are targeted by hate crimes and discrimination;
 Youth-led demonstrations at local schools
to draw attention to the lack of support
from law enforcement and school administrators for LGBTQIA+ students and students of color;

A local welcoming poster campaign—"We
all belong here”--to encourage local businesses and organizations to be overt and
proactive in building a welcoming community by placing posters in their store windows as ambassadors to this crucial conversation.
(Cont. on p. 4—Coalition)
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Politics on Our Side
California: Starting in 2019, transgender
residents of California will find it much easier
to update their birth certificates, driver’s licenses, and state identification. SB 179, the
Gender Recognition Act, allows people to
merely submit an affidavit that they are updating documents to align with their gender.
The DMV asks people to select a gender
marker of male, female, or nonbinary/
unspecified (“X”). This makes it very easy for
trans people to ensure that their ID is accurate. (Unfortunately the federal government
does not give this convenience, meaning that
state and federal IDs for the same person
may differ.)

ton, Alaska and Oregon (Cottage Grove, Eugene, Florence, and Springfield). [Below: Pax
Enstad with his mother Cheryl and father
Mark]

Hong Kong: After years of struggle, a British
woman known as QT has succeeded in obtaining dependent visa rights because of her
marriage to another woman. The judges’ ruling stated, “[T]imes have changed and an increasing number of people are no longer prepared to accept the status quo without critical thought.” Although Hong Kong does not
legalize same-gender marriage, “[i]
mmigration, by definition, requires one to
consider not only the local, but also the relevant overseas situation.” Three judges were
unanimous in their decision: "Whilst oneness, togetherness, jointness and mutuality
are hallmarks of a heterosexual marriage relationship, they are not, or no longer, exclusive to such a relationship.”

Kentucky: Last July, U.S. District Judge David
Bunning ordered the state to pay $224,703
because county clerk Kim Davis refused to
issue marriage licenses to same-gender couples. The state appealed—and lost. Kentucky
tried to get out of paying by stating that Davis
had acted of her own accord. Bunning said
that “Davis acted on behalf of the Commonwealth when she refused to issue marriage
licenses.” Davis recently traveled to Romania
with some of her legal team from Liberty
Counsel where they are trying to get the
country to ban marriage equality. The Constitution of Romania defines the family as a
freely consented marriage between spouses
without specifying their gender.

PFLAGers Attend Events

Maine: Duane Greaton no longer coaches
football at Gray-New Gloucester High School
after he told his players to taunt an opposing
player for having two mothers as parents.

The triennial PFLAG National Convention was held Oct. 20-22 in Portland. Four
local leaders attended. Watch for their report
in next month’s newsletter.

Washington: The ACLU has filed a lawsuit
against PeaceHealth after one of its hospitals
claimed that their employee insurance plan
did not cover gender affirmation surgery for
the employee’s son. The Catholic organization operates ten medical clinics in Washing-

Basic Rights Oregon Summit was held in
Eugene in early Oct. with PFLAG OCC board
members in attendance.
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News Bits
President Barack Obama has
chosen gay artist Kehinde Wiley
to paint his official portrait. The
first black artist to paint a presidential portrait for the Smithsonian, New Yorker Wiley is
best known for his vibrant naturalistic paintings of black people
in a glorified yet hyper realistic
and modern style.
A vaccine to treat all strains of
HIV is moving on to large scale
human efficacy testing because
early testing has shown 100 percent immune response in 350
healthy volunteers.
On Sunday, September 24,
2017, members of First United
Church of Austin (FUMC) adopted
a resolution to discontinue marriage ceremonies at its facilities in
order to align its wedding policies
with its strongly-held principle of
full inclusion of all persons.
This resolution creates a policy that treats weddings of opposite
-sex and same-sex couples equally
but does not violate the Book of
Discipline. The measure was approved by 93 percent of the members present and voting.
As a result of this policy
change, FUMC clergy will not officiate at opposite-sex or same-sex
weddings but can offer a blessing,
prayer, or homily.
Despite LGBT discrimination
in housing, the courts and legislation may help.
Information here: http://
www.care2.com/causes/researchshows-lgbtq-housingdiscrimination-lives-on-buttheres-hope.html

Coalition to Protect…. (Cont. from p. 2)
Local organizers have formed the We All Belong
Here Coalition, a human dignity group committed to responding when their neighbors are threatened by violence
and discrimination. Media coverage has pressured local law
enforcement to sit down with community leaders and hear
the ways that their departments are failing people. The initial lack of response from local law enforcement in Coos Bay
brings to light the failure of traditional public safety infrastructure in ensuring that no one in our community slips
through the cracks.
The forum was sponsored by PFLAG Coos Bay/South
Coast, Rural Organizing Project, Q&A of Coos County, Coos
County Youth Homeless Coalition, Emmanuel Episcopal
Church, Gloria Dei Lutheran Church, Indivisible of Coos
County, Time Bomb, Faith Lutheran Church, Human Rights
Advocates of Coos County, Coos History Museum & Maritime
Collections, Bay Area Support & Equality (BASE), Southern
Oregon Coast Pride (SOCP).
These are ways that people can take action when a
changing culture increases violence against vulnerable populations. More information can be obtained by emailing
grace@rop.org. She is also looking at stories about small
town organizing for safety and dignity. You can subscribe to
Joanne Cvar’s list at coastalnetwork@lists.riseup.net.
[Thanks to ROPnet for the above information. ROP
was formed in 1992 under the guidance of then-lesbian
Marcy Westerling to fight the proposed anti-LGBTQ initiative. Westerling later married Mike Edera and died of ovarian cancer on June 10, 2015.]

Love in Old Age
Jonathan the turtle, at 186 years old the world’s oldest living
creature, is gay. He and his partner, Frederic, have lived together for 26
years on the
island of St.
Helena.
With a
population of
4,255, the
territory is
now considering the legalization of
marriage
equality for
humans.
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From Bethany Grace Howe
As a raging optimist, I’ve always found it fairly simple to embrace the thoughts of the
great Pythonian scholar Eric Idle: “Always look on the bright side of life.” It’s a choice, and one
I’ve found easy to make – until the last year or so. Say, since last Nov. 8, 2016.
It goes without saying these are trying times we’re living in. LGBTQ people have a reason to feel this keenly, though I won’t get into the specifics here. That’s what newspapers are
for. (Or television. Or websites. Whatever.)
What I will tackle, however, is what it means to live in these times. As a fairly vocal
transgender woman and advocate, I have more than once mused that being “out there” – in
every sense of the word – was a lot easier a year ago. That bright side of life? It’s gotten rather
dim at times.
Maybe that’s why I don’t see things as clearly as I used to. Big, bad, horrible news ruins
my whole day. Little pieces of disappointment seem to rain down regularly. Even the good
things, which do exist, don’t seem to excite me like they used to. Once a barometer of change,
they seem now merely an aberration on the societal march to less equality, questioned rights,
and intolerance ingrained as a norm.
Quite frankly, it’s a bummer. Especially when there are reasons to hope, reasons to believe. Take the third weekend in October, for example.
PFLAG’s national conference was held in Portland, which allowed myself and other
members of the Central Oregon Coast chapter to attend. Having checked into my hotel, I was
perusing the schedule of workshops and panels and I couldn’t believe all the different things I
wanted to attend. This was going to be a long and fruitful conference. Wonderful, right?
On the brighter side, yes. But where my mind went was to other places. I was going to
have to pay more for parking. I was now going to get back to my cats later on Sunday. I’d have
less time to shower with all those nice-smelling soaps in the hotel bathroom.
Certainly, some of this sounds ridiculous. My cats will live without me for another few
hours. (They’re cats; they pretend like I’m not there even when I am.) If I really want the soaps
I can take them home with me.
The thought process behind this negativity, however, is what’s key here: It’s easy to get
bummed out and negative. Indeed, at times like these much harder not to.
But during those wonderful workshops – which I’ll get to next month – one of the instructors said something interesting: “Hope is a choice.”
I’d never thought of it that way. Certainly, I’ve always embraced hope. One of my favorite movie lines of all time is about that very thing: “Remember...hope is a good thing, maybe the
best of things…” But I think I’d come to take it for granted; my whole life has been about hope.
It wasn’t something I needed to fight for; it was just there.
And now it’s not, or so it seems. But that, too, is a choice. It is not an easy choice, especially right now. But it’s still one worth making.
It’s probably pretty obvious by now my moral center is all-too-occupied with movie
quotes. From “Monty Python and the Holy Grail,” to “The Shawshank Redemption,” there are
lines I always remember – even if not in their entirety. After all, after talking about looking on
the bright side, Eric Idle goes on to sing about how “life is quite absurd, and death's the final
word.” Cheery, eh? There’s a reason I’ve forgotten parts of that song, I think.
But sometimes you need the whole quote to truly understand it. To quote Andy Dufresne again: “Remember...hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things – and no good thing ever
dies.”
Unless we let it.
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People Who Make a Difference
Nykolas Alford (left) and Stephen Thomas kiss on the
steps of the Mississippi capitol to protest the state’s law,
HB 1523, that permits government workers to deny services because of personal religious objections. The two
engaged men are part of a lawsuit against HB 1523. Their
case is on hold while a separate case, Barber v. Bryant,
moves forward. The law also discriminates against heterosexual couples who are not married but want to live together.
Bobo Mende, 60, and Karl Kreile, 59—a couple of almost 40 years—were the first same-gender couple to be
married on October 1, the first day that same-gender couples could be legally married in Germany. After they
went to a registry 25 years ago and asked to be married.,
they still remember the shame of being turned away.
After openly gay Joel Mireles was elected homecoming king of Brazoswood High School (Clute,
TX), homophobic students went so far as to sell
shirts reading “#NotMyKing” and a crossed out
crown. Mirales bought one of them and wore it to
school. He told his older cousin, “It’s okay. I won!
They can’t take that from me.” That’s courage! The
cousin complained to the school, but it took no action against the homophobic students.
From Scandal star Kerry Washington’s acceptance
speech for GLSEN’s 2017 Inspiration Award: “Some of our
most powerful leaders … who have been entrusted with
the protection of our rights, the rights of all of us, the
rights of we the people, have chosen instead to traffic in
hate. [GLSEN hosts
and youth clients]
are our truest leaders. You point us out
of this nightmare
and towards that
more perfect union.
And with your leadership, tonight more
than ever before, I
know that we will
get there.”
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LGBTQ Events
Gender Odyssey Conference—
Dawna McLain & Gavin Shumate attended this annual Trans-centered conference in Seattle. Dawna McLain reports:
Gender Odyssey was a great experience for young and old—daily kids’ activities, teen activities, informational
panels, great resources on-site, and tons
of valuable information with days especially for professional development as
well as panels about puberty suppression and hormone therapy, top and bottom surgery information, dating, transelders, issues faced by trans people of
color, and more! It needs be attended
more than once to get the most from it.
Our favorite part was the family
BBQ followed by the 12+ (come as you
are comfortable,) swim! We are extremely grateful to be sponsored by
PFLAG for the GO opportunity.

OCC PFLAG Calendar
November 8, 6:00-8:00 pm: PFLAG Meeting—
Transgender Awareness and Transgender Day of Remembrance —St. Stephen's, 9th & Hurbert, Newport
November 13, 4:00-6:00 pm: LGBTQ Happy Hour, All
Welcome!—Georgie’s Beachside Grill, Newport
November 26, 11:00 am: OUT OR Women Nana’s for
Lunch—NW 3rd and Coast Streets, Newport

The PFLAG OCC Basic Needs Grants provide emergency or urgent relief to LGBT+ people in Lincoln
County. Individuals of any age who identify as
LGBT+ (or their caregivers) and who demonstrate a
financial need for medical aid, housing, transportation, or food can apply. The maximum grant is
$250. Much of the Grant’s resources come from other LGBT+ people and straight allies. Contact PFLAG
OCC at pflagocc@gmail.com for an application.

Media Matters:
On Spirit Day (October 19), millions of
people wore purple to stand against bullying in support of LGBTQ youth. Kellogg
joined GLAAD to make a short video with
childhood mascots for a nationwide campaign. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=HB2mPafJnZw
Lionsgate of the Saw movie series fame is producing an online ad campaign called “All Types
Welcome” in its promotion of the eighth movie, Jigsaw. A blood drive that started on October 5
protests the FDA blood donation rules prohibiting most gay and bisexual men from giving blood
because they cannot donate for a year after a same-sex encounter. (More details are available at
JigsawSaves.com.) https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/24/business/media/saw-blooddonations-gay.html?_r=0
Davey Shlasko’s Tranship Ally Workbook Updated from Think Again Training, expanded from
the old version, is a useful resource for parents of trans kids, teachers, therapists, and people
who just want to be good neighbors to trans folks in their communities.
The 1995 film classic To Wong Foo, Thanks for Everything, Julie Newmar will be on stage for a
musical adaptation.
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Join PFLAG!
YES! I support the mission of PFLAG. Enclosed is my annual membership fee.*

______Household ($35)

_______ Individual ($25)
Student/Limited Income ($15)
Contribution $_______

*Includes membership in National PFLAG with affiliates in over 365 worldwide communities.
Make check payable and mail to:
Oregon Central Coast PFLAG
PO Box 2172
Newport, OR 97365
Name: ______________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________
PFLAG is a tax-exempt organization under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and has no political
or religious affiliations.

Oregon Central Coast PFLAG
P.O. Box 2172
Newport, Oregon 97365
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